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Background:
In order to reduce breast cancer mortality, decades of effort
have been dedicated to continuous improvements of the
organized breast cancer screening program (BCSP). The aim of
this research was to analyse effect of the pandemic control
measures on BCSP in Croatia, by comparing first (before the
pandemic) and the second half of the sixth invitation round
(during the pandemic). The implementation of the BSCP in
Croatia was paused from March 16th- May 5th 2020). It is
challenging to return the BSCP to the pre-pandemic rates.
Methods:
Data on 699,877 women who were scheduled to be invited in
the sixth invitation round in BCSP were analysed. Measure of
government policy response, Stringency Index (SI) was
analysed along with number of women invited in BCSP,
responded to invitation and response rate.
Results:
Of all women invited in the sixth invitation round of BCSP,
response rate was 5.7% lower than in the fifth round. Fewer
mammograms in the BCSP program and on the doctor’s
referral were recorded. In comparison of the monthly data,
pause of the BCSP and the usual oscillations during the year,
such as summer and winter holidays, were observed. Increase
in response rate was occurred after the restart of the BCSP
(May/June 2019, 41.0%/42.8% vs. May/June 2020, 67.2%/
60.1%).
Conclusions:
The number of monthly invited and responded women in
BCSP did not return to the pre-pandemic values yet, but better
response rate after the restart of the program (40% vs. 60%)
was observed. Women were less motivated to respond to the

invitation during the period of strict measures. Fear of
COVID-19 could be addressed with an intensive public
health campaign and vaccination of women invited to BCSP.
Key messages:
 The response rate in the BCSP was 5.7% lower during the
COVID-19 pandemic measures.
 Vaccination against COVID-19 of women involved in the
BCSP could improve the response rate.
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In Tuscany, Italy, colonisation or infection by New Delhi
metallo- beta-lactamase-producing carbapenem-resistant
Enterobacterales (NDM-CRE) in hospitalised patients has
increasingly been observed since 2018, leading in 2019 to the
introduction of enhanced control measures successfully
reducing transmission. We describe here the impact of the
COVID epidemic on the underlying NDM-CRE prolonged
outbreak in Tuscany. Data on patients colonised or infected by
NDM-CRE reported by Tuscan laboratory surveillance among
hospitalised patients in four Tuscan hospitals were collected
from 07/2019 to 10/2020. Since February 2020 COVID-19
diagnosis was recorded. Monthly rates of NDM-CRE cases on
hospital days in medical and critical care wards were
calculated. In March-October 2020 NDM-CRE rates were
calculated and stratified by COVID-19 diagnosis. The number
of NDM-CRE cases/hospital days in 2019 decreased due to
control interventions, however since March 2020 an increase
was observed, temporally associated with COVID-19 admissions. In March-October 2020, compared to previous period,
NDM-CRE cases had lower median age (73 yrs vs 75), were less
likely to have previous hospitalisation episodes (59% vs 75%)
and more likely to be admitted to ICU (32% vs 20%). We
observed, in the period March-October 2020 a significantly
higher rate of NDM-CRE cases per hospital days (256.71/
100,000) in COVID-19 patients, compared to non-COVID-19
ones (452.9/100,000). Our data suggest a resurgence in NDMCRE spread among hospitalised patients in Tuscany during
COVID pandemic, despite evidence of effective control
measures in 2019. Risk of NDM-CRE transmission was
significantly higher among COVID patients. Several factors
may have contributed to this occurrence, including patients
case mix, performance of risk-prone procedures (including
antibiotic prescriptions), extended length of stay, availability
and usage of personal protective equipment and compliance
with infection prevention procedures.
Key messages:
 We observed a relation between admission for COVID-19
and the risk of a hospital acquisition of NDM-CRE.
 There is the need to conciliate Health Care Associated
Infections control measured with COVID-19 protection
ones.
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Background:
The increasing number of elderly population (17,4% over 65 in
Europe in 2009 and 20,3% in 2019) is following by the
progressive growth in diseases related to age. One of them is
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acknowledged that early intervention (EI) programs are both
ethically mandatory and cost-effective for a society on a longterm perspective. However, data shows that many cases are
missed in early childhood. Although research has identified
potential risk factors for under-utilization of EI, the spatial
distribution of children in need, referring doctors, and
therapeutic places have been neglected in many research
studies so far. Consequently, we do not know much about the
spatial variation in EI, and knowledge on potential influencing
factors for spatial variation in referral and utilization is lacking.
Therefore, we aimed to quantify accessibility of care in the
Canton of Zurich, Switzerland. To do so, a comprehensive data
set from all children (age 0-4) admitted to the two Units of
Special Needs Education (USNE) in the Canton of Zurich in
2017 (n = 1971) was used and analyzed with the Floating
Catchment Area (FCA) set of methods. Our results show major
differences between rural and urban regions and better
accessibility closer to greater therapy institutions. Our findings
highlight spatial inequalities between healthcare needs and
services. Our research contributes to a better understanding of
spatial access to healthcare and informs healthcare policy to
help increase accessibility to EI for children with DD.
Key messages:
 The Canton of Zurich shows regional inequalities between
EI needs and services.
 Spatial analyses are a valuable tool to find areas of high and
low accessibility and understand spatial access to healthcare.
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Background:
Negative effects of the Covid-19 pandemic on access to care for
other diseases are currently at debate.
Aim:
To review existing literature on care access for non-Covid-19
conditions since the pandemic onset.
Methods:
Scoping review using various databases (Medline, VHL, Web
of Science, 2020/21). Terms used: ‘access’, ‘health services’,
‘Covid-19’. Out of 4,060 identified articles, 37 were selected
after reviewing and assessing titles, abstracts and full text. Aday
and Andersen’s framework guided the analysis.
Results:
Of selected articles, 21 analyse impact on health services use; 8 on
performance; 8 on access barriers. Most analyse specific services
during early pandemic stages through register review, showing an
initial decline in use with inconsistent results on recovery. Some
indicate increased complexity of treated patients and treatment

delays. Studies surveying professionals analyse the impact on
services performance or clinical practice, reporting a decrease in
consultations/interventions for diverse pathologies and response
implementation (e.g. telemedicine), but not how they affected
access. Few studies focus on social inequalities in use, showing a
greater reduction in low-income or ethnic minority users. Studies
on unmet needs, access or barriers based on user surveys or
qualitative methods are scarce, focused on a pathology or clinical
area. Particularly in Spain, studies analyse impact on use of
emergency, primary care and cancer diagnosis, and on emergency
and cardiology services functioning. Studies based on user surveys
are lacking: only a qualitative study analysed access difficulties for
chronic patients in confinement. Methodological weaknesses are
identified.
Conclusions:
Although currently emerging, studies analysing the pandemic
impact on equal access to care for non-Covid-19 conditions
are scarce, limited in focus and methodology, especially in
Spain. Comprehensive medium/long-term impact assessments,
including analysis of causes, are needed.
Key messages:
 Research is lacking on the impact of the COVID-19
pandemic on healthcare access, particularly for vulnerable
groups.
 Further evidence is needed to improve health systems
resilience in the future.
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A hospital rehabilitation service has been implemented in the
Hospital of Cittadella, ULSS 6 Euganea - Health Trust (District
of Padua) to offer hospitalized Covid and post-Covid patients
a tailored rehabilitation pathway in the treatment of the
different phases of the disease. The SARS-CoV-2 pandemic has
determined the admission of a large number of acute patients
in Intensive Care Units (ICU), Semi-Intensive Care Units (SICU) and non-critic hospital wards. Patients recovering from
COVID-19 experience a wide range of impairments requiring
the implementation of multidisciplinary rehabilitation care
protocols; these include the assessment for anticipated
impairments (especially for patients admitted to ICU, older
patients, and patients showing indications of impairment);
patients who had severe-critical disease usually require a
period of inpatient rehabilitation. Between October 2020 and
April 2021 at Cittadella Hospital 450 patients (ICU, S-ICU,
non-critic hospital wards) were enrolled in the Rehabilitation
pathway and followed daily by a team made by physiatrists,
physiotherapists and speech therapists. Referral options
(hospitalization, community based rehab or discharge with
follow up), based on the conditions of the patients, were
assessed. The reduction of surgery and orthopedics patients to
rehabilitate and the decrease of outpatient rehab services
during Covid emergency made it possible to convert
Rehabilitation ward (20 beds) to Covid Rehabilitation;
according to epidemiological scenarios, patients admitted to
Rehabilitation ward were initially SARS-CoV-2 positive with
mild, moderate and severe symptoms, then post-Covid SARSCoV-2 negative discharged from Covid wards. The definition
of a tailored rehabilitation pathway in the treatment of the
different phases of Covid disease has represented an important
professional and organizational challenge for the Hospital.
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dementia that afflicts 8% of over 65s, of which 60% with
Alzheimer. Patients with progressive cognitive deterioration
often need to leave their houses and move to nursing homes
but in many cases, these aren’t suitable for hosting them
because based on regulations and standards that are exceeded.
Aim of the study is to evaluate if those territorial structures are
suitable for patients.
Methods:
The study addressed a systematic literature review, in the
relationship between built environment and patients with
dementia, different case studies, and existing evaluation tools.
The evidence that emerged allowed to develop of a rating tool
divided into 4 macro-areas (quality, spaces, activities, and
wayfinding) and composed by different criteria and indicators.
The tool was applied in 5 facilities in Northern Italy and
strategies were provided.
Results:
The facilities differ in type and age of construction and the results
of the evaluation tool show that 2 are inadequate (<60%) 2
sufficient (<80%) and 1 excellent (>80%). The best one is the
newest and is conceived based on analysis of evidence in the
relationship between Alzheimer’s and built environment and facts
this scored the maximum (100%) for spaces than the other older
structures, made by the reuse of existing spaces, results as
inadequate (every structure obtained <65%). For each criticality
found implementation strategies were provided.
Conclusions:
The investigation highlights that the design of territorial
structures must be based on evidence to create better spaces for
the well-being of patients. It also shows that existing buildings
are not able to respond to the need of patients affected by
dementia. To get a broader view of the situation, the tool could
be applied in other structures both in other regions and
abroad.
Key messages:
 This research is the first that use assessment methodologies
for the quality evaluation of territorial structures dedicated
for Alzheimer patients in the Italian context.
 Evaluating a structure and adapting it to the needs of the
specific patient must become the practice in a constantly
evolving field such as the medical-health one.
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